
FORMAL ANALYSIS ON SELF PORTRAIT WITH CROPPED HAIR

Kahlo cut her hair short a month after her divorce from fellow artist Diego Rivera, and she painted this self-portrait soon
after. Here she depicted herself wearing.

A broken ionic column replaces the artist's crumbling spine and sharp metal nails pierce her body. Whereas
Kahlo's heart in the Mexican dress remains sustained, the European Kahlo, disconnected from her beloved
Diego, bleeds profusely onto her dress. All of these pictures, including Fulang-Chang and I include 'umbilical'
ribbons that wrap between Kahlo's and the animal's necks. Whilst Rivera holds a palette and paint brushes,
symbolic of his artistic mastery, Kahlo limits her role to his wife by presenting herself slight in frame and
without her artistic accoutrements. A dead hummingbird, a symbol in Mexican folkloric tradition of luck
charms for falling in love, hangs in the center of her necklace. Indeed, Kahlo again displays her wounds like a
Christian martyr; through identification with Saint Sebastian, she uses physical pain, nakedness, and sexuality
to bring home the message of spiritual suffering. On the occasion of her marriage, Brotherus cuts her hair, the
remains of which her new husband holds in his hands. Meanwhile, her confinement due to her illness leads to
a narrow focus by which she finds herself the most accessible subject. He further relays that 'her idea was
about the image of yourself that you have because you do not see your head. And for me the interesting part
was â€” how she spatialized her pain and love through paintings. Kahlo is generally associated with the
Surrealists and the painting has qualities consistent with that movement. The piece shows her wearing Rivera's
clothes â€” and sporting closely cropped hair which she has just cut with the scissors in her hand. The accident
leaves and sentences her life with risky operations after her spinal column broke. The artist demonstrates her
need to be attached to all that surrounds her: to the mundane and metaphorical as much as the physical and
actual. Ex-votos are generally painted on small-scale metal panels and depict the incident along with the
Virgin or saint to whom they are offered. In a feature typical of surrealism there are some appended words.
The only thing she keeps as a feminine decoration is her earrings. The artist wears a pearl earring, as though
highlighting the tension that she feels between her social existence and the desire to exist more freely
alongside nature. Her masculine attire also reminds the viewer of early family photographs in which Kahlo
chose to wear a suit. The aloneness of her self-portrait paintings is manifested as she situates herself in an
empty room or landscape, detach from her surroundings filled with pain and miseries. On the other hand, in
paintings, it is important to know the cultural, social, and personal background of the painter in order not to
create far deeper misinterpretations. Frida Kahlo: An Open Life. As well as being one of the artist's most
famous works, this is also her largest canvas. Courtesy of www. The discarded hair of Frida demonstrates that
her feminine charm and her sense of sensuality will still creep and influence unconsciously through the help of
her past self-portrait paintings. She depicted fresh fruit and vegetable produce and objects native to Mexico,
painting many small-scale still lifes, especially as she grew progressively ill. The arrangement of figures in the
portrait signals the artist's interest in Renaissance paintings of the Madonna and child. For any onlooker
unable to interpret this image, Kahlo provided a little guidance in the form of a folk song, the music and words
of which head up the canvas: "Look, if I loved you it was because of your hair," it reads. Kahlo clutches a pair
of scissors, as the discarded strands of hair become animated around her feet; the tresses appear to have a life
of their own as they curl across the floor and around the legs of her chair. Diego had always admired Frida's
long, dark hair and by employing such emotionally and symbolically charged details, Kahlo was expressing
how she felt about her broken down relationship, while at the same time stepping out from Rivera's shadow
and asserting her sense of self as an artist and a person. In the film, her involvement in painting started when
she met a trolley accident at the age of  The artist wears Christ's unraveled crown of thorns as a necklace that
digs into her neck, signifying her self-representation as a Christian martyr and the enduring pain experienced
following her failed marriage. After the New York exhibition, a second frame containing a mirror was added.
A black cat - symbolic of bad luck and death - crouches behind her left shoulder, and a spider monkey gifted
from Rivera, symbolic of evil, is included to her right. Her eyes are never-changing, realistic, while the rest of
the painting is highly fantastical. Only the liberated hair appears dynamic. As a practitioner, Frida is one of my
favorite artists who is very dynamic in nature. Ex-votos are made as a gesture of gratitude for salvation, a
granted prayer or disaster averted and left in churches or at shrines. London: Routledge, 


